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Abstract

We discuss architectural problems ofthe studentmodel cen-
tered approach to building intelligent learning environments
(JLB). By this approach different componentsofELE includ-
ing tutoring, coaching, environment, and manual compo-
nents use the central student model to adapt its behavior to
the given student The implementation of this approach is
based upon ideas from the fields of intelligent tutoring sys-
tems, adaptive interfaces and intelligent help systems . We
introduce a simple student model centered architecture for
ILE which we have appliedin several implemented systems,
report some problems and limitations of our original simple
architecture, andpresentanadvancedstudentmodel centered
open architecture forILE.

Introduction
An intelligent learningenvironment is a relatively new kind
of intelligent educational system which combines the fea-
tures of traditional Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and
learning environments. Traditional ITS are able to support
and control student's learning on several levels but doesn't
provide space for student-driven learning and knowledge
acquisition. An intelligent learning environment (IIE) in-
cludes special component to support student-driven learn-
ing, the environment module. "The term environment is
used to refer to that part of the system specifying or sup-
porting the activities that the student does and the methods
available to the student to do those activities." (Burton,
1988, p.109). Some recent ITS and ME include also a
special component (we call it as "manual") which provides
an access to structured instructional material. The student
can work with the manual via help requests or via special
browsing tools exploring the instructional material on her
own. An integrated ME which includes the environment
and the manual components in addition to regular tutor-
ing component can support learning both procedural and
declarative knowledge andprovide both system-controlled
trod student-driven styles of learning .
Our research at the Moscow State University and .In-

umational Center for Scientific and Technical Information
ACSTI), are centered around two problems of creating in-
tegrated ILE: the problem of adaptation and the problem of
ultgration . As for adaptation, the problem is to make all
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the components ofan integratedME adaptive. Most ofITS
and tutoring components of ELE can adapt its work (tutor-
ing) to the given student, however very few environment
and manual component can do that. It wasone of our goals
to build adaptive environment and manual components of
ILE. As for integration, our position is that an integrated
system should be not just a stun but a real integration of
its components. In particular, it requires the continuity of
student work in an integrated RR The results of students'
work with any ofthe componentsduring thesession should
be taken into account by other components to adapt their
performance to the changed knowledge level and current
interest ofthe particular student.
As a solution for theabove two problems we suggested a

student model centered approach to buildingintegrated ILE.
By this approach all the components of ME including the
environment and the manual use the same central student
model, a traditional part of ITS, to adapt its behavior to the
given student. We also designed a simple student model
centered architecture of an ELE. Since 1985 we applied the
approach and thestudentmodelcentered architecture in sev-
eral ELE designed by our group for different domains. We
use these ELE to investigate various aspects and problems
of integrated RE. We consider ourapproach as fruitful and
effective, however years ofexperience enable us to find the
limitations of our original architecture . Recently we have
adopted an advanced student model centered architecture
for ELE which we use in our most recent II.E.

In this paper we present our original approach and the
simple student model centered architecture for ILE, report
some problems and limitations of our original architecture,
and present an advanced student model centered open ar-
chitecture forZ.L.

Background
First goal of the approach is to build a really adaptive ILE
where all the componentscan adapt dynamically to the stu-
dent. level. There is a range ofacsthat can be
taken into account by ME components to tailor its behav-
ior to the given stunt: personal factors, cognitive styles,
strategies, personal knowledge (van den Veer 1990). The
key (and the most changeable) characteristic of the student
from educationalpointofview is the student's knowledge on



the subject . In our work we concert primarily the compo-
nent of the general student model which represents student
knowledge .

Here a good background is provided by the research on
intelligent tutoring systems (Wenger 1987) . A character-
istic shared by many ITSs is that they infer a model of the
student's current understanding of the subject matter and
use this individualized model to adapt the instruction to the
student's needs. The domain of ITS is a good source of
ideas how to design student models and how to use it by
the tutoror coach components of ELE (Self 1987 ; Vaniehn
1988) . In the same time it provides very few ideas how to
use it by the environment and manual components.
The ideas aboutcreatingan adaptivemanualcan be found

in the field of intelligent help systems (IHS) which has
deep roots in ITS research (Breuker 1990) . An 1HS aims
to support a user working with an application system . An
IHS provides the userwith passive assistance (answering the
student's questions)and active assistance (revealing wrong
and suboptimal behavior and incrementally extending the
student's knowledge). An IHS uses overlay user models to
tailor the answers and the explanations to each individual
user's knowledge level .
The ideas how to use the student model by the environ-

ment component of ELE can be found in the domain of
adaptive user interfaces' (Dieterich et al. 1993) . This
relatively new field (compared to that ofr1'Ss) studies inter-
faces that adapt themselves to suit the characteristics of the
user. A key part of an adaptive interface is the user model
which represents those characteristics of the user that are
important for the purpose of adaptation . The model of us-
er knowledge about the domain is an important part of the
general user model. Because of the similarity of this data
to that held by an ITS, Benyon and Murray (1993) refer to
this portion of the user model as the student model .
The ideas from the domain of adaptive interfaces can be

applied to make an adaptive environment component for
an ILE. To do that we have consider the environment as
a regular application system and the student as a user of
this system (Brusilovsky 1993) . One can argue, that an
environment component based on adaptive interface ideas
can adapt to the student knowledge about the environment,
not about the domain being learned. Note however, thatany
essential feature of an educational environment represents
some knowledge about the domain.

Taking altogether, the domains of ITS, IHS and adap-
tive interfaces form a good background to achieve the first
goal of our approach, i .e . to build an adaptive ILE where
all the components can adapt dynamically to the changing
student knowledge . The second goal of the approach is
to have single representation of student's knowledge in the
student model of ILE, which can be used by all the compo-
nents ofILE. This feature providescontinuity : the resultsof
students' work with any of the components which may in-
fluence studentsknowledgelevel are immediately reflected

'Some special areas of research within the area of adaptive
interfaces . provide also a source of ideas for the adaptive manual
component of ILE.

in the student mope' and can be taken into account by other
components which adapt their performance to the changed
student knowledge . To achieve this goal we have to design
a unified student-user model and, more generally, to design
a student model centered architecture for an ELE supporting
student modeling and cooperative use of the student model .
Next section presents simple student model centered archi-
tecture which we have used formerly in our several II-E.
The subsequent section presents an advanced student model
centered architecture which we are using now.

Simple student model centered architecture
In our work on student model centered ILE we were going
from the ITS side, thus we adopted traditional ITS architec-
ture as a basis for thearchitecture ofstudent model centered
ILE . The traditional ITS architecture includes three main
components: the expertise component, the tutoring com-
ponent, and the student modeling component. Each of the
components localizes one of the three kinds of knowledge
important for intelligent tutoring : knowledgeaboutdomain,
knowledge about tutoring;and knowledge about studentand
student modeling (Wenger 1987) . According to this archi-
tecture, the student model represents the student's under-
standing of material to be taught. The student model is used
by the tutoring component to provide adaptive tutoring on
various levels. The results of student's work with teaching
operations are returned back to student modeling (diagnos-
tic) component and used to update the student model. This
is called the student modelling loop.
To use ITS experience in student modelling we decide

to apply the regular student model being used by the tutor-
ing component ofan ME as the central student-user model
for overall ILE . In our first systems the tutoring component
provides regular student modelling loop, while other com-
ponents of the ILE just use this central student model for
adaptation. The only problem was to choose the kind of
student model which can be used by all the components.
As we can see from the previous chapter, ITS, IHS and

adaptive interfaces use student or user models for the same
purpose of adaptation, what also results in the similarity of
the models applied. If we consider the student knowledge
component of student or user models, we will find similar
overlay models based on the structure model of the domain,
where the domain is either the subject to be taught or the
application system . For each element of the domain knowl-
edge the student (user) model stores some data about the
student's (user's) competence and previous experience with
this element .

In our student model centered architecture the domain
model is a network whose nodes correspond to elements of
subject knowledge (depended from the subject) and whose
links reflect several kinds of relationships between nodes.
We use overlay model, which contains one integer counter
for each subject knowledge element measuring student's
understanding of this element . This kind of overlay model
is powerful and general enough tobe used by different com-
ponents of ILE. The student model is kept updated by the
special evaluation module which analyzes the resultsofstu-



dent' problem solving activity. Ifan ME contains the coach
component which can follow student step-by-step problem
solving, then a kind of model tracing technology can be
applied (Corbett & Anderson 1992), otherwise a kind of
differential modelling (Wenger 1987) is used to update the
counters of concepts related to the problem . The changes
are propagated along the network links.
The above overlay model is accessible for all the mod-

ules of ELE and can be used by each of them to adapt its
behavior to the student knowledge . However to avoid us-
ing senseless numbers and to provide more flexibility we
suggested a threshold technique. Each of the ELE compo-
nents can distinguish several distinct knowledge states for
each knowledge elements. Each of these states has special
meaning for the module from the adaptation point of view.
The more states a module can take into account the more
complex adaptation it can provide. Simplemodules can dis-
tinguish only two states - for example unknown and known,
while the most adaptive tutoring module can distinguish six
states (Brusilovsky 1992a) . To map a particular, integer val-
ue of the overlay model into a set of states each module use
integer thresholds which divide the possible range ofvalues
ofthe counter into required numberof intervals correspond-
ing to knowledge states recognizable by the module. Thus
simple moduhs use one threshold only, while the tutoring
module uses five thresholds . Each module use own set of
thresholds over thecentral student model . These thresholds
can be different for different knowledge elements and dif-
ferent students. The threshold technique provides a good
flexibility, giving the way to adapt the student modelling
mechanism to theknowledge elements ofdifferent difficult-
ly and to different classes of students .
We applied the above student model centered architec-

ture in several ELE for different domains . These ME have
the same overall architecture, but use different sets of mod-
ules and demonstrates several possible ways ofapplying the
overlay student model for adaptation . Below we briefly de-
scribe in this context some ILE designed by our groupalong
the simple student model centered architecture.
ITEM/IP is an ME for learning introductory program-

ming (Brusilovsky 1992b). The domain knowledge ele-
ments in ITEM/IP are general programming concepts and
constructs of the programming language being learned.
ITEM/IP contains the following adaptive modules: the strat-
egy module which supports adaptive sequencing of teach-
ing operations, the visual interpreter which uses the stu-
dent's current knowledge level to provide adaptive error
handling and adaptive visualization, and the presentation
module which generates an adaptive description of a con-
cept or a construct when introducing or repeating it. All
these modules refer to the same six knowledge states (five
thresholds) foreach domain knowledge element in its adap-
tation rules' . More details about these components can be
found in (Brusilovsky 1992a,1993).
ILED is an ELE foracquiring the skillofderivation in cal-

culus (Brusilovsky V 1993). The elements of the domain

21t is the experienceofrrEM/1P which force us to use different
thresholds for different modules .
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knowledge in ILED are rules and mahules of derivation.
ILED includes the following adaptive modules : the struc-
tural formula editor which plays the role of exploratory
environment, the tutor which can suggest the best teaching
operation (problem or example) tothestudent, and the coach
which follows the student actions step-by-step, diagnosing
errors and updating the student model. New features of
RED comparing to ITEM/IP are adaptive structure editor3,
adaptive coach and the tutor's ability to generate (vs to se-
lect) the best teaching operation on the base of the student
model . The structure editor distinguish two states for the
derivation rules - not-acquired and acquired. The tutor and
the coach distinguish four states for the derivation rules -
unknown, introduced, known, and acquired .

ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky & Pesin 1994) is an HE to sup-
port learning the print formatting language of an informa-
tion retrieval system CDS/ISIS . ISIS-Tutor resembles the
architecture of ITEM/IP in many details. A new adaptive
component of ISIS-Tutor is a hypermedia manual which
originates from the presentation module of rMM/IP This
component supports both adaptive concept presentation and
adaptive hypermedia navigation . The hypermedia com-
ponent of ISIS-Tutor distinguish three knowledge states
for each concept: not-ready-to-be-learned, ready-to-be-
learned, and known (a concept is ready to be learned if
all the preceding concepts are known to the student).
The methods of adaptation used in the above projects

are rather simple . The goal was not to improve the known
methods ofadaptationofvarious components, but to build a
system where mostof the modules can use the same student
model to adapt their performance, in various ways, to the
knowledge of the given user. On the further steps some
simple methods of adaptation can be replaced by more so-
phisticated technologies developedin the fields ofintelligent
interfaces and intelligent help systems. Some examples are
user-adapted natural language explanations (Paris 1988),
strategy-based intelligent help (Breuker 1990), and adap-
tive hypermedia help (Bocker, Hohl & Schwab 1990) .

Lessons learned
Our experience with several ILE designed along the stu-
dent model centered approach proves that it is a generally
good way for building integrated 1LE. We feel now that the
student model can play the role of a kernel of an ILE. We
demonstrated that in several domains it's possible to build
ILE where most of the modules can use the central student
model for adaptation .
On another side, our experience showed us serious prob-

lems and limitations of our simple student model centered
architecture. This limitations become clear when we start
working on our recent ILE - ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky &
Pesin 1994)and ITEM/PG (Brusilovsky& Zyryanov 1993) .
Both systems applies the hypermedia manual as a compo-
nent forstudent-driven browsing ofdomain knowledge. The
hypermedia provides new quality and the students working

3fEM/IP also contains a structure editor, but it was not
adaptive



with these systems (unlike withoriginal rrEM/IP) spend se-
rious amountoftimelearning with hypermedia on theirown.
It was obvious that the results ofstudent's workin hyperme-
dia have tobe reflected in the student model . The problem is
more general: in an adaptive learning environment not only
can each module of an ILE use the student model for the
purpose of adaptation, but also each module can influence
the student model, reflecting an experience that the student
has demonstrated while working with this module. Thus
the diagnostic component have to loose the traditional ITS
monopoly for student model updating . Unfortunately, it ap-
pears to be quite difficult to coordinate several sources of
student model update in the simple architecture. We tried to
do that in ISIS-Tutor, but was not satisfied with the result.

Another problem is that the student model of a classic
ITS which we inherited with the simple approach was de-
signed to accumulate and process the informationabout the
student according to the needs of the tutoring module. The
information stored in the central model is relevant for the
purposes of a tutororcoach, but our experience showed that
other modules of an ME can need quite different informa-
tion about the student according to the kind of adaptation
they provide. A part of this problem can be solved by our
threshold technique . However the main problem is that
processing the information about the student into a form
oriented to one of the modules often leads to the loss of
information important to some other module. For ample,
the hypermedia component needs the information how of-
ten the tutoringcomponentpresents aparticular hypermedia
page to the student. This information was used to update
some counter in the student model and then erased. Now it
can not be reconstructed from the student model.
The third problem was encountered when we tried to

make the student model changeable by the student. The
reason for thestudent to change the student model is to cus-
tomize the adaptation of a particular component. However,
any changes in thestudent model result in changed behavior
of all the components, what is not the goal of the student.
The above considerations lead us to revise the simple stu-

dent model centered architecture . We havedone itin several
steps, immediately applying and checking new decisions in
our lTEM/PG and ITEM/IP-11 environments. Neat section
presents an advanced student model centered architecture
for ME where each of the components (modules) can use
and/or update the student model without the loss of infor-
mation .

Advanced student model centered
architecture

The student model centered architecture separates the stu-
dent model into two parts, the main student model and the
projections (figure 1) . The main student model (we will
keep the name student model for it) stands in the center
of the environment and collects the information about the
given student from different sources . Student interaction
with any of the system components is reported to the stu-
dent model. Examples: "at time Ti the student visits the
hypernode for the concept Cl for Sr seconds", "at time TZ
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projection

module

the student was presented with the problem solving exam-
ple which concerns concepts Cl , . . ., C,", "working with
the editor at time T3 the student used successfully concepts
C1, - . . , C,,,". These reportsare time stampedand stored in
the form ofstandardeventsdirectly related todomain model
nodes . No furtherprocessing is performed in order to avoid
the loss of important information . The main student model
unifies all the information about the student which can be
used for the purpose of adaptation.

projection
rules

Central student model

projection projection
rules rules

Figure 1 : Advanced student model centered architecture

The components of an ME do not use the student model
directly, but instead use local views on the student that we
call projections. A projection represents that information
about the student, which is essential for the component to
adapt its work to the student . A component has as rich and
wide projection as it needs for the purpose of adaptation. A
projection is builtand updated from thetrain student model
by a special set of rules called a projector. Each compo-
nent has its own projection and projector, which provides
the interface between the component and the main student
model. Onepartofthe projectorrules is used to project the
main student model into the local projection . These rules
refer to the student model in their left hand sides and con-
tain commands to update the projection in their right hand
sides. Example: "if the student read the description ofthe
construct C, andthe studentwatch thework ofthe construct
C; withfirst level of visualization more then 15 times then
set second level ofvisualizationfor the construct Cs". An-
other part of the projector rules is used to provide reverse
projection : to project if required the results of the student's
work with the component into the form of standard events
used by the main student model. For example: "if at time
Ti the student visits the hypernode for the concept C, for
more then 30 seconds then at time Ti the student read the
description of the concept C;" . More examples of using
projections in real a 1LE can be found in (Bntsilovsky dt
Zyryanov 1993).



>From our point of view, the student model of a classic
ITS is just one of the local projections: the one used by
the tutoring component. Other components of the system
(such as the microworld) can use quite different projections .
The main student model storespartlyprocessed information
about the student, because further processing can lose in-
formation important toone of the components . The student
model is more than a traditional "history",but is less formal-
ized than a classic overlay model. Rather, it is a structured
history. Further processing and projecting to more tradi-
tional overlay form is made separately by the projectors
according to the requirements of different component .
We think that theproposed student model centered archi-

tecture is a good basis for creating an integrated learning
environment, or any otherintegrated adaptive system which
consists of a set ofdifferent components. The use ofprojec-
tions and rules provides the open architecture with a good
degree of flexibility. Since the performance of the compo-
nentdepends on the projection, wecan tune the performance
for a particular use by changing the projector rules (or even
the projection itself) without influencing other components.
A new component can be easily integrated into the environ-
ment by designing a set of rules which connect the central
model with the given component and its local view on the
student . If a new component requires new forms of inter-
action which cannot be projected into the existing set of
standard events, this set can be extended. For example, an
event "at time Ti the student heard the presentation of the
concept C; from a multimediarecord" can be projected into
event "at time Tl the student read the description of the
concept C;" or can be recorded as a new kind of event. If
a particular module needs to take into account a new kind
of events for better adaptation, its projector can be updated.
Thus the open architecture localizes and minimizes changes
in a developing system.
We should note that similar architectures was suggested

by otherauthors foruser modeling in quitedifferent domains
(Kay 1990; Sukaviriya & Foley 1993; Kobsa, Maller, & Nill
1994) . It gives us an implicit confidence that our advanced
architecture is general enough to be used in a number of
domains .

Discussion
An important problem which has to be discussed in the
context ofthe proposed student model centered architecture
is the relevance of adaptation . The system can use very
elaboratestrategies to provide the student with the "optimal"
next teaching operation, level ofvisualization, orhelpdetail .
The problem is whether the student agrees with the choice .
The student could prefer a different operation, more (less)
concise visualization, or more (less) detailed help . To deal
with this problem, we think, the adaptation should not be
intrusive, and the student at least should be provided with a
choice: toaccept the system-provided automated adaptation
or to switch the adaptation off. Our experience with task
sequencing (Brusilovsky 1992a) shows that novices tend to
agree with the system choice, while experienced students
often prefer to make their own choice from the complete

list of relevant teaching operations. In rl'EM/IP the student
has a choice between adaptive and detailed visualization,
between adapted and complete on-line help.

Next step is to provide the student with the possibility
to "adapt the adaptation" or to customize the adaptation
mechanism if she is not satisfied with the adaptation. The
student model provides a good high level tool for the stu-
dent to control the adaptation. This leads us to the area of
viewable (or inspectable) and changeable student models .
These ideas become moreand more popular in ITS field now
(Self 1988; Corbett & Anderson 1992) . A number of work
towards this direction have beed done in the field of adap-
tive interfaces (Kay 1990; B6cker, Hohl & Schwab 1990) .'
The book (Schneider-Hufschmidt, Kuehme, & Malinowski
1993) provides a good generalization of these efforts and
suggest a taxonomy ofdifferent kinds ofcooperative adap-
tation, where the part of the job is done by the system and
another part by the student.
We think that the proposed advanced student model cen-

teredarchitectureprovidesagood basisfor different kinds of
cooperative adaptation. This architecture enable the student
to control separately theadaptation mechanisms ofdifferent
system components . The tuning of a particular projection
or adaptation mechanism will not influence other parts of
the system. Some good ideas about the tuning of adapta-
tion mechanism for the case of hypermedia can be found in
(Kaplan 1993)
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